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Abstract: This paper examines the surprising role historical scholarship played in a late 19th-century
controversy over the scientific status of psychology. One side—led by T. H. Green and other
erstwhile students of the Plato scholar Benjamin Jowett—contended that the history of philosophy is
a more appropriate tool than naturalistic psychology for uncovering the nature of mind. Interestingly,
defenders of naturalistic psychology—including T. H. Huxley, E. B. Titchener, and others—looked to
admired historical figures of their own to provide credibility for the view that philosophical reflection
must be based on a properly empirical science of mind. The upshot is that the controversy over
psychology’s viability as a natural science was partly fought on the battlefield of historical
interpretation. This battle has an under-appreciated legacy: I contend that our contemporary notion
of a British Empiricist tradition whose central figures are Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, is in part a byproduct of the exigencies of this now-forgotten fight over psychology.
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